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Beams and Inverse-Compton-
Scattered Photon Beams
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Centre for Plasma Physics, School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Belfast, Belfast, United Kingdom

The fast-paced development of laser-wakefield electron acceleration has recently

culminated in the generation of electron beams with extreme characteristics, including

femtosecond-scale duration, mrad divergence, and high-energy. It is now customary

to attain tens to hundreds of pC of charge with an energy of hundreds of MeV per

particle with small-scale commercial laser systems, with multi-GeV electron beams

being demonstrated from cm-scale accelerators. The interaction of such electron beams

with either a solid target or the focus of a second high-power laser can result in

the generation of high-quality positron beams and MeV-photon beams. The unrivaled

properties of these secondary sources make them ideal for both fundamental and

practical applications. In the present article, some of their main characteristics will be

discussed, with particular emphasis on their potential applications in fundamental and

applied physics. A discussion of potential future developments enabled by near-term

laser facilities will also be presented.

Keywords: laser, wakefield, electron, positron, Compton, X-Rays, driver

1. INTRODUCTION

Since their first realization in the 1930s, conventional particle accelerators such as cyclotrons
and linacs have experienced a fast-paced development and have become vital components in
laboratories and industries working in a broad range of diverse areas. Typical applications of these
accelerators include particle colliders, generation of radio-isotopes, cancer therapy, and generation
of high-quality and bright photon beams. However, despite their reliability and high-performance,
conventional accelerators present a number of fundamental shortcomings. Arguably, the most
limiting factor in this technology is the maximum accelerating field that can be sustained by these
machines, due to the dielectric breakdown of their solid-state components. Typically, this is of the
order of tens of MV/m, demanding km-scale accelerating structures if energies per particle of the
order of tens or hundreds of GeV are sought. Alternative accelerating schemes are currently being
actively researched, in order to establish if more compact and generally less expensive accelerators
can be built in the near future. One of the most promising schemes identified in this area is the
so-called laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA).

LWFA was originally proposed in 1979 by Tajima and Dawson [1], who suggested using the
large electric fields that can be sustained by a laser-generated plasma to accelerate particles [2–4].
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The unavailability of high-power femtosecond laser pulses
limited the initial experimental application of this pioneering
theoretical proposal to sparse and indirect cases, exploiting, for
instance, Plasma Beat Wave Acceleration [5], Self-Modulated
Laser Wakefield Acceleration [6, 7], or Resonant Laser Wakefield
Acceleration [8]. The full experimental realization of the original
proposal by Tajima and Dawson was only achieved after the
development of TeraWatt-class, femtosecond-scale laser systems
(see, for instance [2–4]). Since then, LWFA accelerators
have spread world-wide, with continuous developments being
reported in the efficiency and performance of this technique. It
is beyond the scope of this article to discuss the rich physics
behind this acceleration mechanisms and we refer the interested
reader to dedicated reviews available in the literature (See, for
instance [9, 10]).

Generally speaking though, LWFA can be triggered by the
propagation of an intense laser pulse through a gaseous medium.
Under optimum conditions, the laser ionizes the gas and
ponderomotively expels electrons from itsmain propagation axis,
toward regions of lower laser intensity. On short time scales, one
can assume the ions to remain immobile, resulting in the creation
of strong and quasi-electrostatic charge-separation fields. After
the laser has propagated through the gas, the electrons are
then called backed on-axis, creating electron plasma waves with
quasi-electrostatic fields with a strong longitudinal accelerating
component. Different regimes have been theoretically proposed
and experimentally tested, but it will suffice here to say
that appealing electron beam characteristics have been already
experimentally achieved using this mechanism. Electron beams
with durations as short as a few femtosecond are now routinely
generated [11]. Moreover, external guiding recently allowed
reaching energies of up to 8GeV from a cm-scale accelerator
[12]. Due to the relatively large bandwidth of these beams,
different groups are studying the mechanisms leading to the
injection of electrons into the accelerating structure, such as
shock injection and down-ramp injection [13, 14], which have
been shown to produce high-quality beams with bandwidths as
low as1E/E = 0.4%, tuneable energy in the range 200−600MeV
and sub-mrad divergence [13]. The ultra-low emittance of these
beams has already enabled studying their injection in secondary
laser-driven stages, which has been observed at modest energies,
with a charge transfer of∼ 3.5% [15].

These continuously improving characteristics have excited
significant interest in the use of these electron beams to generate
secondary sources, such as photon and positron beams. In
the present manuscript we present a brief overview of recent
developments in this area. Even though other mechanisms for
photon and positron generation from a laser-driven electron
beam have been proposed and are actively studied, we will
focus our attention here only on Inverse Compton Scattering
and quantum cascades in solid targets, respectively. The
remainder of the article is structured as follows: the current
state-of-the-art of inverse-Compton-scattered photon sources
from LWFA electron beams is discussed in section 2, whilst
experimental results on the generation of positron beams
from LWFA electrons interacting with a solid target are

discussed in section 3. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in section 4.

2. COMPTON X-RAY SOURCES

The development of high energy γ -ray sources is of paramount
importance for a diverse range of applications. These extend
from radiotherapy and oncology based on photon irradiation [16,
17] to active interrogation of nuclear material and shipping
containers [18] for security purposes. Moreover, high frequency
radiation has been found to lead to nuclear resonance
fluorescence [19] as well as photo-induced fission [20]. In
addition to these applications of interest in industry, the
value of these sources from the scientific point of view is
also extremely attractive. Besides the potential interest for
laboratory astrophysics [21], inverse-Compton-scattering (ICS)
from an ultra-relativistic electron beam is an ideally suited
mechanism to probe strong field quantum electrodynamics
[22]. Thanks to a significant Doppler shift of the laser
radiation, an ultra-relativistic electron can experience, in its
own rest frame, an electric field that is close to, or even
exceeding, the critical field of quantum electrodynamics, or
Schwinger field (Es = 1.38 × 1018 V/m). High-field
quantum electrodynamic phenomena such as Breit-Wheeler
pair production [23], elastic photon-photon scattering [24],
quantum radiation reaction [25–27], and vacuum breakdown
[28] can then be triggered and precisely studied, with
preliminary experimental results already obtained using this
setup [29, 30].

High energy photons can be mainly obtained via two
mechanisms: radioactive sources or accelerating charges. In
the latter case, the properties of the generated radiation are
mostly dictated by the specific acceleration of the charge, an
electron for definiteness. Arguably, the simplest mechanism
to reproduce in the laboratory is bremsstrahlung, whereby
the radiation is generated during the scattering of an ultra-
relativistic electron beam as it propagates through a high-Z
solid target [31–33]. This mechanism produces broad-band
photon spectra with their maximum energy coincident with that
of the primary electron beam. It is thus relatively simple to
produce high-energy γ -ray beams but it is virtually impossible
to produce narrow-band beams, an important pre-requisite for
many industrial applications. Moreover, the scattering processes
inside the material significantly broaden the divergence and
source size of the photon beam, resulting in a relatively low
peak brilliance. Gas harmonics [34, 35], betatron [36–39], laser-
thin foil irradiation [40, 41], synchrotron radiation [42], and
free electron lasers [43, 44] also constitute viable sources of
high energy photons. However, the photon maximum energy at
which these methods operate is typically in the sub-MeV range.
Similarly, betatron radiation, i.e., the radiation produced within
the accelerating plasma cavity due to transverse oscillations
of the accelerated electrons, can produce high-brightness and
coherent photon beams [36, 45]. However, they usually present
broad-band spectra and have typical energies per photon in the
range of 10s of keV.
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On the other hand, ICS is able to produce photon energies
up to tens of MeV [30, 46, 47], with ∼ µm source size, low
divergence, and brilliances exceeding 1019 photons s−1 mm−2

mrad−2 × 0.1% bandwidth. These properties, together with
the intrinsic tuneability in energy of these sources, make them
appealing for practical applications especially in nuclear physics
and several experimental results have been recently reported
in this area [30, 34, 46–54]. A summary of the typical energy
and peak brilliance achievable by different photon sources is
depicted in Figure 1, showing how ICS is uniquely suited to
provide, simultaneously, multi-MeV energy per photon and a
high peak brilliance. Due to these appealing properties, we will
focus here only on this photon generation mechanism and refer
the reader to other reviews available in the literature for a more
in-depth discussion of alternative mechanisms (see for instance
[60] and [10]).

Existing Compton scattering facilities have conventional
accelerators at the core of their operation. While they constitute
reliable, tuneable and efficient means of seeding Compton
facilities, conventional accelerators are not only large scale, but
also expensive machines to shield and operate. The relative
long duration of the photon beams generated also limits
the peak brilliance achievable and the temporal resolution of
probing schemes based on this technology. Examples of such
facilities include the HIGS facility at Duke University [61],
the Accelerator Test Facility at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory [62] and the TREX/MEGA-Ray facility [63, 64], to
name a few.

The all-optical alternative to the generation of Compton
scattered photons poses the advantage that the Compton pulse
duration is mainly dictated by the pulse length of the particle
beam [53], due to the relativistic compression of the laser pulse
in the rest reference frame of the particle. In LWFA, the typical
bunch duration of an electron beam can be down to a few
tens of fs [9] Moreover, practical advantages of all-optical ICS
sources include the compact nature of laser laboratories, the
relatively low running cost, and the wide degree of tuneability
that they guarantee. Petawatt-class facilities with the capability
to perform high-energy ICS experiments include Astra-Gemini
[65], HERCULES [66], the BELLA laser [67], and CoReLS [68].
Moreover, the capabilities of all-optical Compton sources will be
extended by upcoming facilities in the multi-petawatt regime,
including the Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) [69, 70] and
Vulcan 20PW [71]. It must be noted, however, that aside from
peak scattering laser intensity, the seed electron beam quality is
of prime importance.

In the following section, a brief description of the main
properties of all-optical ICS photon sources is presented.

2.1. All-Optical Generation of Compton
X-ray Sources
Thomson scattering can be described as the elastic scattering of a
photon by a free charged particle (an electron, for definiteness),
with Compton loosely denoting the inelastic counterpart.
Traditionally, both Compton and Thomson scattering refer to
processes in which an electron gains energy from the photon,

whereas Inverse Compton and Inverse Thomson scattering are
the terms employed for those interactions in which the photon
gains energy from a high-energy particle.

The physics governing the dynamics of electrons scattering
in a high intensity electromagnetic field and the subsequent
radiation emitted closely resembles the nature of conventional
undulators. The same physics can be described if the period of the
undulator is replaced by half of the wavelength of the scattering
laser and the undulator strength (commonly denoted as K) is
replaced by the dimensionless laser intensity a0 = eEL/meωL

where e and me are the electron charge and mass respectively
and EL and ωL are the peak electric field and frequency of
the laser, respectively (see [60] and references therein for
further details).

For the purpose of the following discussion, there are
two regimes of interest, namely the linear regime (a0 ≪ 1),
known as the “undulator” regime, and the non-linear regime
(a0 ≥ 1), known as the “wiggler” regime. The linear/non-
linear nomenclature arises from the number of photons absorbed
per electron (Nγ ) in a formation length. In the linear regime
(a0 ≪ 1), electrons will mainly absorb up to a single photon
(Nγ ∼ 1), while for high-intensity lasers (a0 ≫ 1), the number
of photons absorbed by a single electron scales up to Nγ ∼ a30.
The theoretical study of the multi-photon variant of Compton
Scattering has been active since themid-twentieth century (see Di
Piazza et al. [22] and references therein). Multiple experimental
campaigns have observed these effects [54], and noticed the
effects on both induced radiation [46] and spectrum of the
primary electron beam [29, 30].

To characterize the different regimes of operation of Compton
experiments, it is useful to define the energy (h̄ωX) and number
( NX) of produced photons per laser cycle. These may be
expressed as [60]

{

NX ∼ 1.5× 10−2a20 a0 ≪ 1

NX ∼ 3.38× 10−2a0 a0 ≥ 1
(1)

h̄ωX ∼
4γ 2

e h̄ωLNγ

1+ (γeθ)2 +
a20
2 + 2

Nγ χ
a0

(2)

where the laser and produced radiation are denoted by the
subscripts L, and X, respectively; θ corresponds to the angle
of emission, γe is the electron Lorentz factor, and χ is the
quantum invariant parameter. This latter parameter is defined as
the ratio of the peak electric field in the electron reference frame
and the Schwinger field [22], and it indicates the importance
of quantum effects in the interaction in question. For a plane
wave, the quantum invariant parameter can be expressed as
χ ∼ 3 × 10−6

[

1− cos(ϕ)
]

γea0, where ϕ is the angle between
the direction of propagation of the electron and laser beams
(e.g., ϕ = π for counter-propagating experiments). For χ ≪ 1
quantum effects may be neglected, whereas quantum effects must
be taken into account to fully determine the dynamics of the
seed electron and produced radiation beams when χ ≃ 1.
Considering the semi-classical (χ≪1) interaction of two counter-
propagating electron and laser beams, the energy of the photons
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FIGURE 1 | Typical ranges of achievable brilliance and energy per photon of experimentally demonstrated X-Ray and γ -ray sources. Femto-Slicing at PSI [55];

Undulator source at ESRF [56]; K-α emission by Rousse et al. [57]; Wiggler source at Petra III [58]; Bremsstrahlung by Glinec et al. [31], and Giulietti et al. [32];

Betatron by Kneip et al. [45], and Cipiccia et al. [59]; Linear Thomson Scattering (LTS) by Powers et al. [50], Chen et al. [51], and Liu et al. [52]; Non-Linear Thomson

Scattering (NLTS) by Phuoc et al. [48]. and Sarri et al. [47]; Non-Linear Compton Scattering (NLCS) by Cole et al. [30].

emitted on axis from Equation 2 scales as EX ∝ γ 2
e in the linear

regime (a0 ≪ 1), and EX ∝ γ 2
e a0 in the non-linear regime

(a0 ≥ 1) [60].
As given by Equations 1, 2, the energy and flux of the X-ray

beam can be enhanced by entering the non-linear regime; i.e., by
increasing the intensity of the laser. However, despite these more
favorable scalings, the bandwidth of the emitted radiation also
increases with a0 [72]:

1ωX

ωX
∼

√

(

a20
2

)2

+

(

1ωL

ωL

)2

+

(

21γe
γe

)2

(3)

where1ωL and1γe are the bandwidth of the scattering laser and
electron spectrum, respectively. An increase in the bandwidth
of the generated radiation contributes to the reduction of the
quality of the photon beam for applications. In the non-linear
regime, a non-negligible bandwidth is obtained even in the
ideal approximation of a perfectly monochromatic electron beam
(1γe → 0), suggesting that it is an unavoidable by-product
of the multi-photon absorption involved in these high-intensity
electron-laser interactions. A possible solution of the non-linear
spectral broadening for a0 > 1 has been presented in recent
theoretical work [72–75] , which shows how a suitable chirping
of the laser pulse can minimize the broadening of the generated
radiation, effectively forcing an electron to emit at a constant
frequency throughout its transit through the laser envelope.
To the knowledge of the authors, this technique has not been
experimentally demonstrated yet, but it is worth noticing that,
if successfully applied, it could reduce the spectral broadening

of the emitted radiation to ideally be only a function of the
bandwidth of the electron beam:1ωX/ωX ≈ 21γe/γe.

2.2. Experimental Observations of
Compton Radiation in All-Optical
Configurations
In an all-optical scenario, several ICS experimental campaigns
have been carried out in the past few years. In the linear regime
(a0 ≪ 1), maximum energies from ∼ 10 KeV to ∼ 1 MeV and
low bandwidths have been reported by various groups (see e.g.,
[50–53]). In particular, peak brilliances in excess of 1020 photons
s−1 mm−2 mrad−2 × 0.1% BW have been reported in this regime
by Chen et al. [51].

Experiments in the non-linear regime, however, have pushed
the boundaries of peak energy while maintaining similar
brilliance performance. Where brilliances of 1021 photons s−1

mm−2 mrad−2 × 0.1% bandwidth were reported by Phuoc et al.
[48], the barrier of high brilliance at high energies was overcome
by Sarri et al. [47], who reported photon beams in the multi-
MeV regime via an a0 ∼ 2 interaction while maintaining
a brilliance exceeding 5 × 1019 photons s−1 mm−2 mrad−2

× 0.1% bandwidth. Since then, more experiments have been
carried out which have pushed the boundaries of peak energy
even further to reach the multi-tens of MeV regime [30, 46] by
carrying out interactions at a0 ∼ 10. Notably, some of these
experiments have also observed the onset of quantum effects in
the interaction [29, 30].

Multi-photon effects play a vital role in these experiments,
as first observed experimentally by Bula et al. [54], where
these effects were indirectly inferred from the photon spectrum
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FIGURE 2 | Effect of the intensity of the scattering laser on the divergence of Compton radiation. Sub-figure (A) shows the increase in divergence along the scattering

beam polarization direction with intensity. Sub-figure (B) shows the agreement of the H-D model[76] with the observed divergence change. Sub-figure (C) illustrates

how the intensity may be inferred when taking into account a non-diverging electron beam vs. the experimentally attained 10 mrad beam. Figure obtained and

modified from Yan et al. [46], with permission from Springer Nature.

observed. However, multiple photon interactions contribute not
only to the energy of the outgoing radiation, but also to the
divergence of the beam. In the interaction of a linearly polarized
laser with a particle beam, the divergence of Compton radiation
along the polarization direction (θi) is proportional to a0/γ ,
whereas the divergence in the direction perpendicular to the
polarization direction (θo) is proportional to 1/γ [60]. In the
ideal case of a non-divergent electron beam, the ratio θi/θo
would simply give a direct measurment of the peak dimensionless
intensity of the laser at interaction, as originally proposed in Har-
Shemes and Di Piazza [76]. However, the finite divergence of the
electron beam changes the distribution, as shown in Figure 2 for
an electron beam with a 10 mrad divergence [46]. This effect
serves anyway as a useful tool to estimate the peak intensity of
a laser beam in focus.

2.3. Prospects
As mentioned in the previous paragraphs, a brilliant source of
multi-MeV narrow-band photon beams is of extreme interest
for a wide range of applications in fields as diverse as
industry, nuclear physics, medicine, and fundamental science.
These beams are achievable with inverse Compton scattering
of an ultra-relativistic electron beam in the field of an
intense laser. LWFA electron beams present some unique
characteristics, such as their inherent ultra-short duration and
intrinsic synchronization with high-power lasers. However,
active research is ongoing in order to solve some of the
most pressing problems for LWFA electron beams, namely the
almost intrinsic shot-to-shot fluctuations, and the non-negligible
divergence and bandwidth. A summary of typical limitations in
LWFA beams affecting ICS experiments is presented in Samarin
et al. [77]. Improving the quality of LWFA beams in these
respects is important not only for ICS but virtually for any other
application of these beams, such as seeding free electron lasers.

One can also envisage a hybrid configuration, whereby the
electron beam is provided by a radio-frequency accelerator and
the scattering field is provided by a high-power laser. This

scheme has the advantage of currently providing more favorable
electron beam characteristics, and several schemes are currently
being proposed around the world, including the Extreme Light
Infrastructure Nuclear Pillar [78], FACET-II [79] (following a
scheme already used in [54]), HIBEF [80], and EuPRAXIA [81].

Another limitation of all-optical Compton sources is their
current repetition rate. Even if the peak brilliance of these photon
sources is extremely high, the low repetition rate (usually at
the Hz or sub-Hz level) implies that the average brilliance is
relatively modest. The problem of designing high-repetition rate
and high-power laser system is a pressing one also for many other
applications of high-power lasers. For example, generating 10 or
100 Hz high-power lasers for particle acceleration is included as a
main development requirement in the US accelerator roadmap
[82] and in the UK laser-wakefield acceleration roadmap [83].
As an example, a current active project, DiPOLE [84], has
recently demonstrated stable operation of a 10 J femtosecond
laser at a 10 Hz level.

3. LASER-BASED POSITRON GENERATION

The laser-driven generation of high-quality positron beams has
attracted significant attention following the developments in
high-power lasers and their intrinsic importance in a wide range
of fields, including high-energy physics (HEP), material science,
and laboratory astrophysics. However, different applications
present largely different requirements in terms of the positron
source, particularly regarding the energy of the positrons.

High-energy positron beams are required in high-energy
physics experiments, predominantly in electron-positron
colliders. In conventional colliders, an electron beam is
accelerated to ultra-relativistic energies in a LINAC, which
is used to initiate an electromagnetic cascade inside a high-
Z converter in order to generate the positron beam (see
section 3.1). These positrons are then injected into storage rings
before being further accelerated to the final collision energies
in a synchrotron-like accelerator. However, the large energies
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required in HEP experiments, in conjunction with the relatively
low accelerating field in conventional accelerators (limited to
tens of MV/m), result in the need for increasingly large and
expensive machines. For example, the current center-of-mass
energy record in an electron-positron collider belongs to the
recently dismissed LEP at CERN, reaching up to 209 GeV using
a 27 km-radius synchrotron accelerator. The current proposals
for the next generation of electron-positron colliders study the
use of state-of-the-art LINACs to reach TeV-level center-of-mass
energies, with an extension>30 km.

Material science applications typically require positron
sources of significantly lower energy, in the sub-MeV level. In the
positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy (PALS) technique,
low energy positrons impinge onto a sample. As the positrons
lose their energy and recombine with electrons in the material,
two 511 keV photons are emitted, producing a signal that can be
collected using scintillators. However, if a defect in the crystal
lattice exists in the region where the positron has thermalised,
the positron is likely to be diffused and trapped due to the lower
energy of the defect compared to the surrounding lattice. As a
result, the internal properties of the material can be characterized
in terms of the positron lifetime inside thematerial, by measuring
the time of arrival of the emitted photons. Traditionally, PALS
studies have been performed using the β+ decay of 22Na:
22Na→22Ne∗+e+ + νe →22Ne+γ+e+ + νe. The lifetime of
the excited Ne is 3.7 ps, and the emitted photon is used as
a zero-time reference to measure the lifetime of the emitted
positron in the material. Despite the interest in using PALS to
characterize micro-fractures inside materials, its applicability has
been limited by the long exposure times and fixed energy of the
β+ decay. A long exposure time prevents characterization of
defects in kinetic processes and the low energy of these decays
has limited the PALS study to materials only a few microns in
thickness. An ultra-short and tuneable positron beam can solve
these shortcomings, allowing for increased use in the material
science community.

In terms of positron generation using lasers, the field is
currently following two distinct lines, depending on the type of
plasma the laser interacts with. In the context of this overview,
we will focus on the indirect generation of positrons, in which
the laser interacts with an underdense plasma (gas) in order to
accelerate a high-quality electron beam, which is subsequently
used to generate the positron beam. Alternatively, a direct scheme
for the generation of positrons is also being actively studied [85–
87]. However, this is beyond the scope of this overview, and it is
onlymentioned here for completeness. In this latter case, the laser
is directly focused onto a solid target, where it interacts with an
overdense plasma. As a result of this interaction, a fast electron
population is driven into the bulk of the target. During this
propagation, and depending on the target thickness and material,
the electron can be scattered by the material’s nuclei emitting
high-energy photons, which in turn decay into an electron-
positron pair (see section 3.1). The positron beams obtained in
this case typically exhibit a high overall charge, with relatively
modest energies (few tens of MeV), high divergence (hundreds
of mrad), and relatively long durations (from picoseconds to
nanoseconds). Some recent results for positron generation from

solid targets are summarized in Table 1. A more thorough
comparison between a direct and indirect laser-driven generation
of positrons can be found in Sarri et al. [88].

In the following sections, the current status of positron
generation using LWFA electron beams will be presented.
Initially, the process by which these positrons are typically
generated will be introduced, followed by an overview of the
experimental results reported in the literature. The prospects of
the field and the applications following the ongoing development
in laser science will be discussed in section 3.3.

3.1. Positron Production in QED Cascades
The propagation of ultra-relativistic electrons through a high-
Z converter can result in the generation of a positron beam,
mainly via two mechanisms, namely the trident process and
the Bethe-Heitler process. In the trident process, an e−e+ pair
is directly produced during the propagation of an electron
through the nuclear field, mediated by the emission of a virtual
photon. Alternatively, the Bethe-Heitler process is a two-step
mechanism, in which an electron emits a real high-energy photon
via bremsstrahlung, which subsequently decays in an e−e+

pair during its propagation in the field of a nucleus. Both the
Trident and the Bethe-Heitler mechanisms have a cross-section
proportional to

(

Z2ρd/A
)n

[89], where Z and A are the atomic
and mass numbers of the converter material, ρ is its density,
and d its thickness. The value of n depends on the mechanism,
being n = 1 for Trident and n = 2 for Bethe-Heitler. Therefore,
for sufficiently thick converters, such as those typically employed
in positron generation from ultra-relativistic electrons, Bethe-
Heitler accounts for the majority of the positrons produced, with
the Trident yield being limited to a few percent at most.

Furthermore, for sufficiently thick targets, the generated
electron and positrons can in turn produce additional high-
energy photons via bremsstrahlung, resulting in a multi-step
cascade. A useful parameter to define in this context is the
radiation length (Lrad), which quantifies the average length
an electron/positron (photon) needs to propagate through the
converter before emitting a photon (decaying in a pair). For
an order-of magnitude estimate of Lrad, we can assume here
to be in the total-screening regime. By including Coulomb
corrections, the radiation length is approximately given by Lrad ∼

1/
(

4α(Zα)2nλ2CL0
)

, where α is the fine structure constant, Z is
the atomic number, n is de atomic density, λC is the Compton
wavelength, and L0 = log

(

183Z−1/3
)

− f (Zα), being f (x) =
∑∞

a=1 x
2/a(a2+x2). The number of electrons (f−), positrons(f+),

and gammas (fγ ) depending on the target thickness (d) can be
approximated by,

∂f±

∂δ
= −

∫ 1

0
dvψrad(v)

[

f±(E, δ)−
1

1− v
f±

(

E

1− v
, δ

)]

+

∫ 1

0

dv

v
ψpair(v)fγ

(

E

v
, δ

)

, (4)

∂fγ

∂δ
=

∫ 1

0

dv

v
ψrad(v)

[

f−

(

E

v
, δ

)

+ f+

(

E

v
, δ

)]

− µ0fγ (E, δ),

(5)
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FIGURE 3 | Positron generation from a quantum cascade depending on the converter thickness (Data from Sarri et al. [90]). (A) Calculated number of ultra-relativistic

(E > 120MeV) leptons leaving the converter, normalized to the number of electrons in the parent beam. (B) Fraction of positrons in the leptonic jet

(R = Ne+ /(Ne+ + Ne− ). The beam neutrality is first achieved for a converter thickness of ∼ 5Lrad .

where δ = d/Lrad is the target thickness in radiation length
units, µ0 = (7 − 3b)/9, being b = 1/18 log(183/Z1/3), and
the functions ψrad(v) and ψpair(v) are related to the cross-
section of bremsstrahlung and pair photo-production, and are
given by

ψrad(v) =
1

v

[

1+ (1− v)2 − (1− v)

(

2

3
− 2b

)]

, (6)

ψpair(v) = v2 + (1− v)2 + v(1− v)

(

2

3
− 2b

)

. (7)

For these equations to be valid, we neglect low-energy scattering
and absorption mechanisms, such as Compton scattering and
ionization.

The calculated number of electrons and positrons (E >

120MeV) generated from the interaction of an electron beam
with a converter, depending on the converter thickness, is shown
in Figure 3A. It can be seen that the number of positron peaks
for a converter thickness of 2Lrad. For much thicker converter
targets, one can also eventually reach neutrality in the leptonic
beam. The dependence of the fraction of positrons in the leptonic
beam on the converter thickness is shown in Figure 3B, showing
that neutrality is reached for converters thicker than 5Lrad.

3.2. Experimental Results
Pioneering work on positron generation using laser-driven
electrons was first reported by Gahn et al. [91, 92], following
theoretical studies by Shkolinov and Kaplan [93]. In their work,
a low-power (1.7TW) laser was focused onto a gas jet, where an
electron beam was accelerated to energies up to∼ 12MeV, albeit
the acceleration mechanism was direct laser acceleration instead
of LWFA. These electrons were made to collide a 2-mm-thick
Pb slab in order to generate bursts of positrons. By placing the
converter inside a collimator to reduce the noise, a few tens of
positrons were detected in a narrow energy bin (1E = 0.16
MeV at E = 2 MeV) and reduced solid angle (1� = 7.0 msr).
The measured positron yield could be scaled considering the full

spectrum, obtaining a total of∼ 2× 107 e+/pulse, corresponding
to an activity of 2× 108 Bq.

As 100+TW laser systems became available, different groups
started working on the generation of positrons, either from the
interaction of the laser with solid targets, in which suprathermal
electrons driven at the front surface undergo the Bethe-Heitler
process inside the bulk of the target, or from wakefield-
driven electrons propagating through high-Z converters. In
the latter scenario, different experiments have deployed similar
experimental configurations to fully characterize the positron
beam, rather than a narrow spectral bin, as shown in Figure 4a.
In a nutshell, the laser propagates through an underdense plasma,
leading to wakefield acceleration of electrons to ultra-relativistic
energies. The electron beam impinges onto a secondary high-
Z solid converter, were positrons are generated mainly via
the Bethe-Heitler mechanism. Finally, the electron-positron
beam is characterized using a magnetic spectrometer, which
typically incorporate either image plates or scintillating screens
as detectors. It should be noted that, as a result of the propagation
of the electrons through the converter, a bright γ ray beam is
also generated. In such harsh radiation environment, the positron
signal can be obscured by the background. In order to mitigate
this effect, different experiments have also deployed different
types of shielding and collimators in front of the spectrometer
in order to reduce the background levels. Notwithstanding the
use of shielding, the characterization of the positron beam can
be extremely challenging, which can be eased by increasing the
charge of the parent electron beam. Williams et al. [97] found
that, depending on the experimental configuration, charges as
high as 100 pC could be necessary in order to directly observe
the positron beam. A summary of recent results for positron
generation from LWFA-driven electrons is shown in Table 1.

In 2013, Sarri et al. reported results on the generation of
an ultra-relativistic positron beam using electrons driven by
a 30 TW laser [90, 94]. In the experiment, the Hercules laser
(Michigan, USA) was focused (I ≃ 6 × 1018W cm−2, a0 ≃

1.7) onto a 97.5%-He/2.5%-N2 gas mix, with an electron density
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FIGURE 4 | Experimental measurements of positron generation using laser-driven electrons. (a) Electron, positron and gamma spectra observed from a low power

(1.7 TW) laser (Image taken from Gahn et al. [91], with permission from AIP Publishing). (b) Scaling of the positron yield with the converter thickness (l) and with Z2/A

(Image taken from Ref. [94], with permission from APS). The quadratic scaling with those parameters indicates that the main positron generation mechanism is the

Bethe-Heitler. (c) Scaling of the ratio of positrons in the leptonic beam depending on the thickness of the converter (Image adapted from Sarri et al. [95], including data

from Xu et al. [96]). Quasi-neutral beams have been observed for converters of thickness >∼ 5Lrad .

TABLE 1 | Summary of results for laser-driven positron generation [adapted from Gorlova et al. [98], with data from Chen et al. [85], Chen et al. [86], Chen et al. [99],

Chen et al. [87], Liang et al. [100], Gahn et al. [91], Gahn et al. [92], Sarri et al. [90], Sarri et al. [94], Sarri et al. [95], Sarri et al. [101], Xu et al. [96], and Alejo et al. [102]].

References Laser Laser Positron Average Positron

facility params yield (e+/shot) flux (e+/s) ratio

Solid Chen et al. [85, 86] Titan (LLNL) λ = 1054 nm, τ = 0.7− 10ps, EL = 120–250J 109 − 1010 5× 106 1− 5%*

Chen et al. [99] Orion λ = 1054 nm, τ = 0.7− 10ps, EL = 120–250J 1010 − 1011 1× 107 1− 5%*

Chen et al. [87, 99] Omega-EP (LLNL) λ = 1054 nm, τ = 10ps, EL = 100–850J 1010 − 1012 2× 107 1− 5%*

Liang et al. [100] Texas PW λ = 1057 nm, τ = 130− 245 fs, EL = 80–130J 108 − 1010 3× 106 1− 30%

Gas Gahn et al. [91, 92] Atlas (MPQ) λ = 790 nm, τ = 130 fs, EL = 0.22J 106 1× 107 < 1%

Sarri et al. [90, 94] Hercules (UMich) λ = 800 nm, τ = 30 fs, EL = 0.8J 105 − 107 1× 106 1− 10%*

Sarri et al. [95, 101] Gemini (CLF) λ = 800 nm, τ = 38− 46 fs, EL = 14J 107 − 108 5× 106 1− 50%

Xu et al. [96] Shangai IOFM λ = 800 nm, τ = 45 fs, EL = 3.75J 105 − 106 6× 102 1− 50%

Next-Gen Alejo et al. [102] EuPRAXIA-like - 3× 109 3× 1010 1− 50%

(100 pC, 5GeV)

Alejo et al. [102] ELI NP-like - 5× 109 5× 109 1− 50%

(100 pC, 20GeV)

The numbers presented here are intended as indicative figures only. The average flux is defined as the number of positrons per unit time, taking into account the positron yield per shot

and the repetition rate of each laser. For the next-gen lasers, a repetition rate of 1Hz is considered for ELI-NP, and 10 Hz for the proposed EuPRAXIA system. (*) For those works not

reporting explicitly the positron ratio in the beam, it is estimated taking into account the values described in each reference.

of 9 × 1018 cm−3. A reproducible electron beam was obtained,
exhibiting a peak energy of ∼ 200MeV, divergence of 2.5mrad,
and a charge of 50 pC for the electrons of energy> 80MeV. This
beam interacted with high-Z converters of different materials
(Ta, Sn, Pb, and Cu) and thicknesses (ranging between 1.6
and 6.7 mm). Positron yields up to 4 × 105 for positrons of
energy > 90MeV were measured, which corresponds to a
total (full spectrum) of 3.5 × 107 positrons/shot, as inferred
considering matched Monte-Carlo simulations. By comparing
the dependence of the positron yield on the converter material

and thickness, a scaling given by Ne+ ∝
(

dZ2/A
)2.1±0.1

was
obtained, where d is the converter thickness, and Z and A
are the atomic and mass numbers, respectively, as shown in
Figure 4b. The quadratic scaling confirms that, for the converter
thickness considered in the experiment, the Bethe-Heitler
mechanism significantly dominated the positron production over
the Trident process.

Following the results using a table-top laser, Sarri et al.
reported results on positron generation using ASTRA-
GEMINI [95, 101], a PW-class laser at the Central Laser
Facility (UK). In that case, the laser (15 J, 42 fs) was focused
using an F/20 parabola, reaching an intensity in the focus
of 3 × 1019W cm−2 (a0 ≃ 3.7), which interacted with a
plasma density ne = 6.0 × 1018 cm−3 produced by a gas jet. A
reproducible electron beam was produced from the interaction,
with maximum energy of ∼ 600MeV and overall charge
∼ 0.3 nC (1.9 × 109 e−/shot). A positron beam was generated
from the interaction of the electron beam with a secondary
Pb converter of variable thickness. The maximum measured
positron yield was∼ 1× 108 e+/shot, obtained from a converter
thickness of d = 1 cm, which corresponds to a thickness of two
radiation lengths (LPb

rad
≃ 0.5 cm), as expected for the Bethe-

Heitler process, and confirmed numerically and theoretically
by Wu et al. [103].
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Furthermore, thanks to the high energy and charge contained
in the parent electron beam, thicker converters could be tested,
reaching several radiation lengths. As the converter thickness is
increased, a boost in the ratio of positrons in the beam R =

Ne+/(Ne+ + Ne− ) is observed, saturating to a 50 − 50% for
sufficiently thick targets (d ≥ 5Lrad), as shown in Figure 4c.
This corresponds to the first observation of a purely neutral
electron-positron beam in a laboratory, with a yield of 2 ×

107 leptons/shot. The short duration of this beam, in conjunction
with the reduced source size and low divergence, enable the
production of high-density electron-positron beams, ne ≃ 1.8×
1016 cm−3, which opened up the possibility of studying the
dynamics of neutral electron-positron plasmas in the laboratory,
of interest in astrophysical scenarios, such as gamma ray bursts.

Due to the interest in spreading the study of neutral electron-
positron beams, Xu et al. have analyzed the possibility of
generating such beams usingmoremodest laser systems (sub-100
TW rather than PW-class) [96]. In their experiment,the focused
the laser (I ≃ 3.5 × 1019W cm−2, a0 ≃ 4.0) onto gas mix from
a gas-jet, producing an electron density of ne ≃ 3.8× 1020 cm−3.
The electron beam generated from the interaction was optimized
in terms of the charge contained in the beam, producing a yield of
1.23 nC (ne ∼ 7.7×109), exhibiting an exponential-like spectrum
extending up to ∼ 40MeV. By placing thin (2mm) Pb or Cu
converters in the path, a yield of 3.5 × 108 positrons/shot is
estimated to be generated, with a divergence of θe+ ∼ 11.5 deg,
mainly given by the initial divergence of the parent electron beam
(θe− ∼ 11 deg). By further increasing the converter thickness to
20 mm of Cu, a quasi-neutral (R ∼ 48%, see Figure 4c) electron-
positron beam was observed, albeit with a lower leptonic density
than in Sarri et al. [95].

3.3. Prospects
The laser-driven generation of positrons is being actively
developed, driven by its broad range of applications. Currently,
the main focus is in optimizing the positron generation both
using currently-available laser systems, as well as with the
prospects offered by the upcoming laser facilities. Yan et al. have
performed extensive numerical work to simulate and optimize
the positron generation [104–106]. In their work, consisting of
a combination of Particle-In-Cell and Monte-Carlo simulations,
they investigated the electron acceleration and subsequent use
for positron generation using a 100 TW laser. A yield of up to
1.9 × 1010 positrons/shot was produced with small divergence
(10 deg), high energy (kBT ∼ 67.2MeV ) and short pulse
duration (1.7 ps), which represents an increase of two orders of
magnitude with respect to the experimental results using a laser
of similar characteristics [96].

The large positron yields and interesting properties of those
beams suggest that table-top laser systems can be used to
generate positron beams of interest in material science. As
explained in section 3, PALS is capable of probing materials in
a nondestructive manner to study the atomic-scale structure.
Thanks to the high intensity and short duration of the laser-
driven positron beams, these sources have been suggested as
an alternative to the use of radioactive source, with advantages
in terms of time resolution, lower exposure times, and the

possibility of probing deeper into materials by selecting a higher
energy region of the positron spectrum [96]. Gorlova et al. have
recently reported a study on the use of laser-driven positron
beams at the International Laser Centre at the Moscow State
University [98]. Considering the electron beams generated using
the ∼ 2 TW, 10Hz system, a positron flux of 104 − 106 s−1

of positrons of energy below 10MeV was estimated. This flux
can be significantly boosted by orders of magnitude considering
commercially available, tens of TW, table-top lasers, already
making laser-driven positron sources an interesting alternative to
the conventional sources.

Despite the large positron yield and properties of those beams,
interesting for applications in material science, their properties
need further improvement before being used in fields such as
high energy physics and colliders. For this reason, the properties
of positron beams expected from the upcoming multi-PW laser
facilities have been numerically studied [102, 103]. Considering
the multi-GeV electron beams expected from these facilities,
Alejo et al. have shown that ultra-short positron beams can be
used as injector for a future multi-stage, plasma-based positron
accelerator [102] (seeTable 1). The characteristics of the positron
beams are shown not only to depend on the energy of the
parent electron beam, with greater positron fluxes and improved
characteristics for higher energy electron beams, but also present
a strong dependence on the energy of the positrons. In that
way, positrons with higher energies exhibit more appealing
properties, such as lower emittance, shorter pulse direction,
smaller source size and reduced divergence. However, these
improved characteristics are obtained at the expense of lower
number of positrons at the high energy end of the spectrum.
A compromise is required between having improved beam
properties while ensuring a significant charge in the positron
beam. In particular, considering a 5GeV, 100 pC electron beam,
such as those proposed by the EuPRAXIA project or expected
from ELI, up to 5 × 106 positrons can be generated in a narrow
energy band (1.00 ± 0.05GeV), with a normalized emittance
of 190π mm mrad. These values are already compatible with a
further injection in secondary acceleration stages and to perform
proof-of-principle studies of novel acceleration schemes. By
injecting the positron beam into secondary plasma stages, quasi-
monoenergetic positron beams can be produced and accelerated
using all-optical configurations [107].

Finally, the other main application of positron beams is
in the field of laboratory astrophysics. Alongside interesting
developments to use stellarators to produce and confine electron-
positron plasmas, such as the APEX experiment at the Positron
Accumulation Experiment [108, 109], the unique features of
laser-driven positron sources have made them an appealing
alternative to study electron-positron plasmas in astrophysical
scenarios. Although work has been done to produce neutral
beams using solid targets [100], most effort has been put
in producing highly-energetic, neutral beams using wakefield-
driven electron beams [95, 96, 101].

The first observation of collective behavior of an electron-
positron plasma has been recently reported by Warwick et al.
[110] and Warwick et al. [111]. In this work, a neutral
electron-positron beam was propagated through a low-density
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background plasma, resulting in the growth of a current-driven
instability and the generation of strong magnetic fields (≥ 1 T).
An indispensable condition for the growth of such instabilities
was found to be the neutrality of the beam, with no observable
magnetic field appearing for a fraction of positrons in the beam
(R) below 40%. It should be noted that, for the experimental
conditions reported, the oblique instability should be dominant,
as shown by Shukla et al. [112]. The observation of a purely-
transverse filamentation instability is explained in terms of the
beam longitudinal size. The generated electron-positron beam
was longitudinally shorter than its skin depth, thus avoiding
the growth of collective effects along the longitudinal direction.
Further studies on the evolution and saturation of the instability
would be of great interest for the direct analogy to lepton-
dominated astrophysical jets. Of particular interest is the study
of pair-shocks along the propagation of the jet, after saturation
of the filamentation instability, which has been speculated as a
possible origin for the production of gamma-ray bursts and may
be studied in upcoming laser facilities [99]. Such facilities may
also enable the study of the propagation of lower temperature
electron-positron plasmas into a background plasma, predicted
to generated bipolar electric fields capable of accelerating ions
in unmagnetised ambient plasmas, such as the inter-galactic
medium [113, 114].

4. CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper, the current status in the generation of
secondary sources of radiation using LWFA-driven electron
beams has been shown, focusing in the generation of x-ray
beams via Compton scattering, and positron beams via the

Bethe-Heitler mechanism. Inverse Compton scattering using
laser-driven electron beams has been shown to produce
high-quality X-ray beams, with the highest brilliances
reported for MeV photon sources. Positron beams can be
generated from the interaction of an electron beam with a
solid, high-Z converter, via the Bethe-Heitler mechanism.
An overview of the experimental results reported in the
literature has been presented, showing that ultra-short,
high-charge, high-quality positron beams can be generated
using currently-available laser systems, as well as being
capable of producing neutral electron-positron beams of
interest in astrophysical scenarios. The ongoing developments
in the laser technology will allow to further improve the
characteristics of these sources, allowing for their widespread use
in industrial applications.
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